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The Kalman observer (see, for example, [1] ) can be used to achieve at least asymptotically, an arbitrary linear functional of the states of a linear finite-dimensional dynamical system when driven from the system inputs and outputs. This observer has no direct feedthrough from input to output and thus achieves filtering of the system output measurements. Its dimension is the same as that of the original system. The Luenberger observer (see also [1] ) is of reduced dimension, but does not filter the system output measurements. It is also less straightforward in derivation and more difficult to design.
Recently [2] , a theory of minimal-order observers has been presented. In particular, when it is required to achieve asymptoti call y a specified linear functional of the system states, readily tested necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an observer of given dimension and pole configuration are presented. These conditions are used in an algorithm for designing minimal-order observers. The obs~rvers are essentially reduced-order Luenberger observers when a specified, rather than an arbitrary, linear functional of the system states requires estimation. There is no filtering of the system output measurements.
The purpose of this correspondence is to record the corresponding necessary and sufficient conditions for reduced-order Kalman-type observers. These achieve (asymptotically ) a specified linear funct icmal of the system states without any direct feedthrough path, thus achieving filtering of noisy measurements. The derivations are simpler than the corresponding ones in [2] and are therefore included for the insight they provide.
For simplicity, we consider the single-input, single-output' controllable and observable nth-order system
where F and h are in observable canonical form with
Suppose that we wish to observe k'x using a pth-order completely controllable and observable observer i= Az+by+du;~= i'zj
where we require that limc+~]w -k'x I = o for arbitr:~ry XO, ZO, and U(, ) . Notice that the observer has no direct feedthrough component and is thus useful for systems where the measurements y arc noisy.
The systems (1) and (3) can be considered as a composite system where the (p X n) transformation 2" introduced satisfies Examination of (4) and (5) We now claim that The corresponding resldts for time-varying and mult iplc-input, multiple-output systems can be obtained along the lines indicated irl [2] , but their application is considerably more tedioms, For the (,:Lw ,,f single-input, single-output and time-invariant systems, the design i)t' minimal-order observers may still be tedious, although for lt)w-or(ler systems (say, fourth order) the res~llts are readily applied, :Ilt})O1lZI1 it is difficult to say at this stage whether low-order conlpe~ls:~tor design using this modern control framework has~ny red fidvan( I,w,. over the more empirical classical compensator design techniquw, 
